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survival inside exclusion cages (linear regression:
F1,51 ⫽ 9.38, P ⬍ 0.0035). When we corrected
survival rates by taking intraspecific effects into
account using this relation, we found a significant
difference in survival, suggesting that the predation impact on survival was still detectable 2 years
after the peak.
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Across the boreal forest of Canada, lynx populations undergo regular density
cycles. Analysis of 21 time series from 1821 onward demonstrated structural
similarity in these cycles within large regions of Canada. The observed population dynamics are consistent with a regional structure caused by climatic
features, resulting in a grouping of lynx population dynamics into three types
(corresponding to three climatic-based geographic regions): Pacific-maritime,
Continental, and Atlantic-maritime. A possible link with the North Atlantic
Oscillation is suggested.
Periodic population fluctuations of the Canada lynx (Lynx canadensis) have greatly influenced both ecological theory and statistical
time series modeling [(1, 2); see (3) for a
summary]. Recent analyses have focused on
the extent of synchrony in population fluctuations, assessing the importance of external
abiotic factors (such as weather) and internal
biotic factors (such as dispersal among populations) in causing spatial patterns (4). Such
empirical and theoretical approaches have,
however, assumed that the populations were
structurally similar [that is, the density-dependent relationships are identical among
populations (5)]. This assumption has never
been thoroughly evaluated. To do so requires
determining whether the lynx populations
display the same phase- and density-dependent structure (3) and then searching for similar underlying causes of the observed dynamics. Using new statistical methods developed for this purpose (6), we ask to what
extent the time series on the Canada lynx
(Fig. 1) compiled by the Hudson Bay Company for the period 1821 to 1939 (7) and the
corresponding more modern time series com-

piled by Statistics Canada for the period 1921
to present (8), taken together, are structurally
similar. Specifically, we ask whether the
phase- and density-dependent structure of
changes in lynx abundance cluster into
groups defined according to ecological-based
features (9) or according to climatic-based
features (10, 11).
The available time series (Fig. 1A) cover
two ecosystems (referred to below as ecological regions): the northern, open boreal forest
(Fig. 1B) and the southern, closed boreal
forest. In western Canada, the mountainous
topography adds complexity. Additionally,
the series cover three climatic regions defined
by the spatial influences of the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO) [Fig. 1C; see (12)], which
may contribute to spatial differences in trophic interactions (13).
Previously, we fitted a piecewise linear
autoregressive model (14) to each of the
series (3). A general hare-lynx model (3, 15)
may be expressed as an equivalent model in
delay coordinates of the lynx (the species for
which we have data). Here we check whether
all the time series, or some subsets of these,
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display the same underlying phase- and density-dependent structure. For this purpose we
use a piecewise linear model (14, 15):
y s,t ⫽

冦

␤s,1,0 ⫹ ␤s,1,1ys,t⫺1 ⫹ ␤s,1,2 y s,t⫺2 ⫹ s,1,t y s,t⫺d ⱕ ⍜s
␤s,2,0 ⫹ ␤s,2,1 y s,t⫺1 ⫹ ␤s,2,2 y s,t⫺2 ⫹ s,2,t y s,t⫺d ⬎ ⍜s

(1)
where ys,t is the log-transformed abundance of
lynx at site s and for year t [that is, ys,t ⫽
log(Ys,t) where Ys,t is the abundance of lynx at
site s and in year t, and where s ⫽ 1, 2, . . . ,
represent the sites corresponding to the individual time series; see Fig. 1A]; ␤s,i,j are the statistical parameters that determine the phaseand density-dependent structure of the system (i
⫽ 1 and 2 correspond to the lower and the
upper regimes of the model; j ⫽ 0, 1, 2 correspond to the constant term, the first lag, and the
second lag, respectively) at site s; εs,i,t is normally distributed, time-independent noise
[N(0,2s,i )]; and s is the threshold applicable to
the log-transformed density d years earlier.
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exclusion was assessed by t tests, treating each year as
a separate comparison. The survival on control trees
versus outside cages on experimental trees was not
significantly different (apart from fall of 1992), so we
treated these replicates as a single category, “exposed.”
Our main result was not affected by this data pooling,
because in 1993, the first year after the peak, survival
inside cages was significantly higher than survival both
outside cages on experimental trees and on control
trees (P ⬍ 0.001 for both comparisons). The comparisons in the ratio of increase were performed in the same
manner, except the data were first log-transformed to
stabilize the variance.
19. The difference in survival inside and outside of the
cages was not statistically significant in 1994, the
second decline year. This was probably because of
lower intraspecific competition outside of the cages due to lower egg density there (17). There was
a significant negative effect of egg density on
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Fig. 1. Time series data studied. (A) Map of Canada with demarcations of the studied time series [red
indicates the Hudson Bay Company time series (7) and black indicates the recent series (8)]. See (3) for
definitions of names of the individual time series used. (B) Ecological regions of Canada (24). (C)
Climatic regions of Canada (10). The NAO refers to a meridional oscillation in surface pressures with
centers of action near Iceland and over the subtropical Atlantic. When surface pressures are lower than
normal near Iceland and higher than normal over the subtropical Atlantic (the positive phase of the
NAO), enhanced northerly flow over eastern Canada cools surface temperatures and enhanced
southerly flow from the Gulf of Mexico into much of central Canada produces warm surface anomalies.
Over the Pacific-maritime region, there is no significant NAO signature.

da, surface climate is most strongly influenced by the atmospheric circulation upstream over the North Pacific and in particular by a natural mode of large-scale atmospheric variability known as the Pacific–
North American (PNA) teleconnection pattern
(23). However, the influence of the PNA on
Canadian surface temperature is spatially homogeneous. In contrast, the influence of the
NAO on surface winter temperatures varies
considerably from coast to coast (Fig. 1C)
and shows spatial variation corresponding
well to the best grouping of the lynx series
(Table 1). Hence, it is the winter atmospheric
circulation, for which the NAO may serve as
a proxy, that probably contributes to making
the nonlinear structure of the hare-lynx dynamics similar within each of the three Ca-

nadian groups. Although it is generally
known that climate profoundly influences regional variation in vegetation [for example,
see (9)], our results suggest that the spatiotemporal patterns of climatic variation also
influence the trophic interaction between the
lynx and its main prey, the snowshoe hare,
differently across these regions.
Because the NAO may have a delayed
effect on the lynx dynamics, we have to
choose between using lag-0 or lag-1 NAO as
the covariate. Several statistical techniques
are available, including Cox’s test of separate
families of hypotheses, AIC or its many variants, and others (17). Even though the effect
of the NAO on lynx abundance is not strong,
the lynx series fall along an east-west gradient progressing from negative to positive and
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Such a threshold approach has several statistical
advantages (16). The upper (respective lower)
regime has been found to correspond to the
decrease (respective increase) phase (3).
Because of varying carrying capacities
and trapping efforts across sites, we expect
series to have different means and standard
deviations. Therefore, Chan et al. (6) considered the hypothesis of common structure that
all series enjoy the same dynamics up to their
means and standard deviations. The hypothesis of common structure is equivalent to
two hypotheses: the hypothesis of common
slopes ␤s,i,j ⫽ ␤1,i,j, and the hypothesis of
common ratio of intercepts [(the intercept
in the upper regime)/(the intercept in the
lower regime)] takes the same value at the
threshold across the different sites. Chan et
al. (6 ) derived some test statistics for
checking these hypotheses.
We also compared model fits between various possible groupings of the time series into
subgroups. The SETAR (self-exciting threshold
autoregression) models (Eq. 1) may be constrained to have some coefficients identical
across series within a given subgroup. Different
groupings can be compared in terms of their
respective AICs (Akaike information criteria)
(14, 17). For groupings involving different series to be comparable, each grouping will be
defined for all series. A model with minimal
AIC strikes a good balance between parsimony
and goodness of fit to the data.
Time series coming from the same locations exhibit the same dynamic structure, indicating a common underlying dynamic model (18). The time series come from forested
biomes across Canada and thus from areas
with greatly different plant species composition and habitat structure. Focusing on the
vegetation, we may classify the time series
into two ecological-based groups (Fig. 1B):
the northern forest tundra, which consists of
shrub tundra and low-density trees (19), and
the true boreal forest, which is a mixture of
conifer and deciduous trees (19). [A western
ecological-based group with heterogeneous
topography and habitat, as well as climate
(20) may also be identified.] However, treating the old and modern series separately, the
ecological-based grouping represents no improvement over the baseline of no grouping
[Table 1; see also (21, 22)].
As an alternative to this ecological-based
grouping, the Canada lynx series may be
grouped according to three major climate-based
features: the Pacific-maritime region, the Continental region, and the Atlantic-maritime region (Fig. 1C). This grouping clearly provides a
better description of the data [Table 1; see also
(22)]. The similarity is particularly strong for
the decrease phase. There is evidence in support
of climate-based properties contributing to the
structuring of the lynx dynamics.
Over much of central and western Cana-

Table 1. Common structure in the underlying dynamics. Groupings with the smallest AIC value represent
the best ones. (Only the AIC differences between the particular grouping and the baseline comparison are
given [see (22), where the absolute AIC values are also given]. In some of the subgroups, the SETAR
models are constrained to have some coefficients identical across series within the subgroup (see
“Identical constraint structure” column). These constraints are suggested by the new statistical tests
developed by Chan et al. (6). For different groupings involving different series to be comparable, each
grouping is defined for all series in the panel; each series not in a grouping implicitly forms a singleton
group. For definition of names of the series (L1, L2, . . . , L22), see (3).
Groupings
Baseline comparison
No groupings
Old and modern as
separate groupings
Old and modern
grouped together
Ecological-based grouping

Climate-based grouping
(maritime vs. continental)

Group definitions

(Individual series without any constraints)
(L1), (L2), . . . (L14), (L15), . . . (L22)
All Hudson Bay Co. series (L1, L2, . . ., L14)
All Statistics Canada series (L15, L16, . . ., L22)
All series together (L1, L2, L3, . . ., L22)

0
⫺28.12
⫺21.36

15.

1
1
1

⫺28.75
(⫺20.25)

2

Pacific-maritime (L1, L2)
(L15)
Continental (L3, L4, L5, L6, L7, L9, L10)
(L16, L17, L18, L19, L20)
Atlantic-maritime‡ (L11, L12, L14)
(L21, L22)

⫺32.14
(⫺23.39)

2

3
1
1
3
1
1

1
3
3
3

*AIC differences given in parentheses correspond to assuming only constraints on lag-1 and lag-2 in the upper regime.
†1, ␤s,2,1 and ␤s,2,2 each being common for different series (different s); 2, ␤s,i,j for each i and each j being common for
‡The old
different series (different s); 3, ␤s,1,2, ␤s,2,1, and ␤s,2,2 each being common for different series (different s).
and modern series in the Eastern (Atlantic-maritime) seem to share the same lag-1 and lag-2 coefficients in the decrease
phase, as imposing these constraints further decreases the AIC by 3.39 for both groupings.
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